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Mari Client Version 4.4.0 8085

Release Notes

New Features

Implemented Confidential Oauth frow for Token

Allow color styles for Caller Preview window

Send Callback Request (Email)

Support for alternate Shared address book from URL (Use Case LDAP)

CRM Cache using SQLite DB

Bug Fixes

Added 112 as a Special number for Switzerland (41); Netherlands (31) & Sweden (46)

Related data button was incorrectly showing hint as "show activity"

Fix EoP vulnerability in installers.

Allow higher Cache frequency

Added "WordBreak" into GrowLabel control

Teams showing correctly on first run Wizard

Graph_Addin.bin is now encrypted

Contact Numbers to display is limited to 5

Custom Buttons are visible now even if CRM is not configured

improved display status for crm caching

UI improvements for foreground window

Resolved an issue with "New Teams" not being able to make calls

Added new areas in Austria

Resolved Pop automatically which was only working if "Show contact in edit mode" was enabled.

Set maximum forward no answer rings to 20

Security improvement for integrator helper - prevent launching unsigned exe -ref 11980

Disabled integrations should not appear in Address book\Advanced\Source dropdown

improved display of long CRM names in menu

CountryInfo.StdAccess is now read from database for "Known Country, Unknown Area" areas

Issue resolved where Presence Status not reported correctly

Application Id changed to ensure unique per machine and persistent per desktop and version

"Exit" text used for appbar

Try hookstate to show held (flashing yellow) during consultation

Removed "and Gotomeeting"

Added the missing translations on "what's new" form

Fixed license control for Teams Device (limited scenarios affected)



Improvements

"Enable chat through Microsoft Teams", only enabled if user has Teams installed

Fixed "lack of support" for Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic. Note: these now revert to English

Add button ico for custom buttons

API: Added support Activity tracking to push extraData

Security Improvements to Branding Resources

Language select list now has improved display order

Exchange and D365 addins and CATA: MSAL dependency updated to v4.56

Authorise API now comes to front

Support Activity logging in API where CRM callid is mandatory

Danish area codes updated

Delta caching now works as expected

Harden Codesign SHA256

Improvement to first load for cache "Last completed"

Improvements to custom buttons feature

Nnew component UC.Common.CrmAddin.Persistence.dll

Dutch translation improvements

Remove unused Dependency skiaSharp

LDAP: implement support for macOS (by using different LDAP library)

Caller preview can be customised

Teams - Callers from an external organization now show as their company name (instead of "Unknown")

Toolbar - allow more characters to be shown

Added translation for phrase: My Number

Traymenu shows the 'Help' icon above the callcentrer

Swiss areas updated

Update Microsoft.Identity.client 4.56.0 and Graph.Beta 5.50.0

Nuget package update

API Authorisation screen now comes to front

Replaced "anonymous" with an "unknown caller" name


